Episode 4
Angels And Demons
 In the last episode, we learnt that Satan possessed a serpent and was successful in tempting
the woman to rebel against God, and in this episode, we’re going to learn a lot more about him
and about angels and demons.

Facts About The Angels
 When did God create the angels?
 God created them during the 6 days that he created the heavens and the earth and
everything in them.1
 How many angels did God create and what gender are they?
 God created a great number of angels, too many to count.
 They are always referred to in scripture as male.
 They do not marry and cannot have children as they are all male. 2
 What are angels like?
 They are spirits so they have spirit-bodies.
 They are powerful.
 They are very intelligent.
 They have emotions like joy and longing.
 They can travel at great speed and even go through solid objects.
 They are however like humans in that they are limited to one place at a time, and when they
go somewhere, they must depart and arrive, and they can be delayed along the way.3
 Were the angels good or bad when God created them?
 When God created the angels, he created them pure and without sin, all of them were very
good and they were created to be his servants.
 They deliver messages for God, fight battles, carry out his judgements, make announcements
and do all kinds of other services that God wants them to do.4
 What have the angelic beings looked like when they have revealed themselves to people?
 In the scriptures, angels have appeared to people in various forms.
 Sometimes they have looked like angels of God and very awesome.
 Some angels have been described as having four faces, four wings and the likeness of
human hands under their wings.
 An angel appeared looking like a man with a sword.
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 Sometimes they have looked like young men.1
 When angels have appeared to people, sometimes the person has felt fear and other times
the person has not even known that they had encountered an angel.2
 Do the angels have names?
 The angels probably do all have a name, but only the names of three angels are recorded in
God’s Word.
 Gabriel, who is God’s supreme messenger.
 Michael, the archangel who leads God’s mighty angelic army.
 Lucifer, who was a very beautiful and powerful angel and incredibly intelligent. He was
renamed Satan.

The Angelic Battle In Heaven
 Now Lucifer, who as we already know was a very beautiful and powerful angel, was even
called the “Morning Star,”3 which is the bright and beautiful star that can be seen at dawn.
 God clothed Lucifer with every jewel that existed and gave him a great position in his
kingdom.
 He was perfect and was able to go into God’s special places. God tells us that Lucifer was
even in the garden of Eden4 while he was still in all his beauty and perfection, and no doubt he
had witnessed God’s wonderful relationship with Adam and Eve and how God had provided for
them so wonderfully and how much he loved them.
 But after an unknown timespan from the creation of Adam and Eve, Lucifer was taken up
with pride and began to think that he was superior to God and that he should take on the
position of God himself.
 Even though Lucifer was just a created being and his knowledge and power were nothing
compared to God’s, he began to be convinced that he could overthrow God and that he would
sit on God’s throne.
 Some of God’s angels (some say a third5) sided with Lucifer as they thought that Lucifer
could overthrow God, and so they rebelled with Lucifer against God.
 War broke out in heaven, but it was extremely short lived as God simply cast Lucifer out of
heaven to the earth.
 Jesus said that he saw Lucifer fall like lightning from heaven.6
 So Lucifer was thrown down to earth together with all the angels who sided with him, and
their names were changed to Satan and the demons. They are now God’s enemies and filled
with wickedness and their desire is to oppose God and to destroy mankind if they can.7
Picture of Satan’s Fall
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Lucifer Lost His Beautiful Name
 Lucifer’s new name Satan means “Adversary.” What a terrible name he has now and how far
he has fallen from when he was called the “Morning Star.”
 He is called other names as well in the Bible and each of these names describe his character:
 Devil – meaning “slanderer, accuser, deceiver.” (Revelation 20:2)
 Beelzebub – meaning “lord of the dung hill.” (Mark 3:22)
 Belial – meaning “wicked.” (2 Corinthians 6:15)
 Prince of the World – he is the ruler of the world system and his values are highly esteemed
in the world. (John 12:31)
 God of this Age – people blindly follow him as if he were God. (2 Corinthians 4:4)
 Old Serpent – because of what happened in Eden. (Revelation 12:9)
 Dragon. (Revelation 20:2)
 Roaring lion seeking whom he may devour. (1 Peter 5:8)
 Angel of light – what he tempts people to do seems so good. (2 Corinthians 11:14)
 Father of lies – he is the author of lies and a liar. (John 8:44)
 Murderer – he leads people to their deaths. (John 8:44)

Demon Possession And Oppression
 We read in the Bible about many people who were demon possessed, or in other words,
demons took over their bodies.
 Some wandered around crying out day and night, driven by the demons possessing them.
 Some were made sick by the demons or given disabilities.
 Some were thrown into fires or almost drowned by the demons possessing them.1
 It is terrible for a person to be possessed by these evil beings.
 Satan and the demons also oppress people.
 No one is exempt from their “fiery darts”2 or temptations which they fire into our minds.
 They fill people’s minds with suggestions of filthy acts for them to do, they lead people into
depression, insecurity, failure, tempt them to commit suicide or do other forms of self-harm,
and cause massive destruction.
 Many mental health problems are a result of demonic influences on people’s lives. They
deceive, embondage, hurt and kill.
 Satan and the demons have the power to give people dreams3 and they often impersonate
the dead to make it seem like the dead are still here on earth and can help us.
 Demons sometimes need to be physically cast out of the people that they have possessed,
and this can be done through the power of Jesus, but God cautions us that the spirit which was
cast out may return with some other spirits and re-possess that person. If this does happen
then the person will be worse off than he was before.4
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 One way that people can be freed from demon possession or oppression is for them to
submit to God and ask him to help them.
 James 4:7
Submit yourselves therefore to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you.

Some Other Facts About Satan And The Demons
 Their knowledge is limited.
 They probably don’t know all the languages of the world, so it is possible that they have
assigned geographical areas that they work in.
 However, they are very intelligent and have been here on earth since Adam’s time, so they
have been able to learn a lot in that time.
 They can’t read our minds but because they’ve been observing mankind for a long time, they
can probably sometimes predict what we are thinking and what we are going to do.
 Whenever Jesus met any of the demons, they instantly recognised him as the Son of God
even though Jesus was at that time in a human body.1
 They recognized him as the one who had created them, the one who had thrown them out
of heaven and as the one who will throw them into the place of eternal fire in the future.
 They were terrified of Jesus and they obeyed every command that he gave them.

Satanic Activity Varies Throughout The World
 Satan and the demons work differently to deceive different people groups and cultures.
 In the belief system of many indigenous people groups, spirits often claim to be the owners
of everything on earth and they use this as a lever to manipulate people to obey and worship
them.
 Now to preface this we need to go back and remember that God told us in his Word that he
gave all the things that he created on this earth to Adam and Eve to rule over.2
 This is an IMPORTANT truth! Everything in this world belonged to Adam and now to us as
we are their descendants.
 The earth and all the things in it were NEVER given to Satan and the demons to have
dominion over.
 Understanding this point is KEY to people being freed from the control of the spirits.
 In many places the spirits claim that THEY own and control the earth, the fields, the rivers,
the forests, the animals, sickness, wealth, the length of people’s lives and everything else in the
world.
 One spirit will claim that he owns all the forests.
 Another spirit claims that he owns the ground, fields and crops.
 Another claims that he owns and controls the rain, thunder and lightning.
 Another claims that he owns the water sources.
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 Another claims that he can make your life longer.
 Another claims that he grants safe childbirth.
 Others claim to be the source of riches, healing and successful hunts.
 Another claims he can prevent bullets going through you when you are in warfare.
 And it goes on and on and on.
 These spirits convince many people in the world that if they want to use the water or soil or
other things in the world, and if they want to experience blessings such as long life, riches,
power and safety, and if they want to avoid getting sick or shot by an enemy or going through
other hardships such as hunger or death in childbirth, then they need to follow, believe and
worship them.
 This is how the spirits exert control over people, especially in indigenous communities.
 Many times the people are commanded to offer blood sacrifices to these spirits, and
sometimes even to inflict pain on their own bodies, and they are plunged into debt and
hardship in order to fulfil all the rituals and demands of these cruel taskmasters.
 Not only do the spirits offer reward and blessing for people’s obedience and worship, but
they also threaten punishment if they are not followed, such as sickness, loss of wealth and
death.
 By hook or by crook the spirits capture people through their demonic lies, craftiness and
power.
 But after the all of their instructions are followed, all the sacrifices they demanded have been
done, and after they have been followed and obeyed, they do not give the things that they
promised to the people. Why? Because they do not have the ability to fulfil their promises.
 The children die of sickness, old people do not have their lives extended, crops fail, floods
take place, women die in childbirth, wealth is not achieved, sickness rules, fear escalates, and
misery is the norm.
 The spirits have no compassion or love for people.
 Don’t forget that Satan is a murderer and a deceiver, and he roams the world to see who he
may devour.
 Many times these demons authenticate themselves by manifesting themselves as ghosts, willo-wisps, different smells, noises, lights, eerie forms, animals or any other form they want.
 They do this to manipulate people and to maintain power over them.
 It all started when Satan deceived Eve by possessing the serpent, and they continue these
acts to this day.
 In westernized societies, the demons have a different angle. They often teach people that they
do not even exist, and that God does not exist either.
 That way they can deceive people from under-cover.
 It’s said that “the worst enemy is the one you do not know is there.”
 God tells us that Satan and the demons exist, and he speaks of them many times in his Word
so this is a very strong heads-up for us and we need to take their existence as a given.
 Satan and the demons do not want anybody to believe in the Saviour and will go to any
extent to prevent this.
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 Sometimes they get us taken up with ourselves in pride and so-called self-importance, until
we view ourselves so highly that we think we don’t need God or need to acknowledge him.
 This was the sin that Satan and the demons were thrown out of heaven for, the sin they led
Eve and Adam into that bought about their downfall (“you will be just like God if you disobey
him”) and the sin that they lead many people into today to keep them away from God and from
salvation: the sin of pride and self-elevation. Don’t go there!!
 Tip: Do not call on any spirit, do not ask them for help, do not delve into satanic spiritual
beliefs or ways, do not let yourself get sucked into their deceit or traps.
 Humble yourself before God and BELIEVE HIM, NO OTHER!

The Lake Of Fire
 Now, God made a place called the Lake of Fire which is an eternal fire that never subsides and
cannot be extinguished.
 It is a place of eternal torment and judgement.
 This lake of fire which is also called the “Second Death” was NOT made for people but was
made for Satan and the demons.1
 Currently Satan and the demons are still living here on earth awaiting the time when they
will be put into the lake of fire.
 But the time is coming soon when God will throw them into the lake of fire and once there,
they will never be allowed to leave it.
 So this lake of fire was made for Satan and the demons, not for people.
 But since Adam and Eve’s rebellion against God, the lake of fire has also become the
destination for all people.
 Whether people want to go there or not, that’s where they will end up and those that are
put into the lake of fire along with Satan and the demons will never ever be able to leave and it
will be very terrible for them.
 Some people say that it’s okay with them if they end up in the lake of fire or in hell as at
least they’ll be there with their friends, but this is such an uneducated and rash statement to
make, as all who are plunged into this fire will be aghast eternally.
 Now although the lake of fire is the default destination for all man, there is an escape which
God has provided for us.
 Don’t forget that as soon as Adam and Eve sinned, God promised a Saviour who would fix
everything up and who is the ONLY ONE who can save us from the lake of fire.
 All we need to do is believe what God tells us about the Saviour and about salvation, and
then we can have total assurance that we will not go to this terrible place but rather will spend
forever with God in an amazing place.
 As we learn more and more about this Saviour, grab onto him with both hands and never let
him go, and he will save you and will give you a peace and a joy which cannot be described.
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